A NEW SEASON IS COMING

2014 - 2020

A NEW HORIZON FOR YOUR MOBILITY

braga mob

A PROFESSIONAL & CULTURAL JOURNEY
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NEWSPAPERS

Braga mob on media
The projects developed by Braga mob have recognition in Braga and Portuguese society.

Internship in Media Partners
2 students from Slovenia had the internship in the local newspaper. During this 2 weeks they published 3 notices with their signature.

Europeen Projects in the City
5 participants from Est in Braga for 2 weeks and embellished the gardens of the parish of St. Victor with their skills and knowledge. Situation created from our local partnerships with NGO’s, Schools and Government.

Blind People Association Protocol

AADVDB assina protocolo com Braga Mobility Open

LEONARDO DA VINCI

Our goal is to provide opportunities to participants to get in touch not only with the Portuguese working reality but also with the Portuguese culture as a way to develop themselves professionally and personally.

BRAGA MOB EXPERIENCE
During this last season we had worked with all the Leonardo Da Vinci programs (IVT, PPLM and VetPro) and Erasmus placements.

We received partners in Braga from Spain, Italy, Hungary, Slovenia, Croatia, Estonia and Turkey.

Martin Zupancic  Tiago Costa  Filipe Malheiro  Helder Carvalho
Fatma Acar  Merve Levant  Ilkcan Goktas

I love working in Braga Mob Open, because the environment is very friendly, and the people are very nice and great at what they do. You can always rely on them to help when is needed and they are fun but also know when to be strict and they make sure that everyone does their job. Braga mob is a great place to work.

Martin Zupancic

I’ve worked for Braga Mob Open as a trainee for 1 month and I’ve enjoyed every second of it. The staff was very professional and helpful. My job was mostly translating documents from English into Hungarian and I enjoyed it very much. I’ve also did different tasks such as typing and organizing bills. Finally all I can say is thank you BMO!

Emilő Csipő

Braga mob is giving me a great opportunity to know how an organization works. The staff is young, professional and very helpful with me. They are teaching me a lot of things about the right way to manage with the partners and the project participants. I think this experience can open me valuable occupational perspectives. I hope you’ll enjoy their activities like me!

Francesco Scusa
WHO ARE WE!?

Braga Mobility Open is a Portuguese organization, with head office located in the city center of Braga (Portuguese Rome), North of Portugal. We have a wide network of private and public organizations collaborating with us within the Leonardo da Vinci and Erasmus programmes. Our staff has many years of experience in this field. We are young, and professional, and we fulfill requirements to the highest expectations and promptly. We care about the participants and our slogan always be: Participant’s satisfaction.

OUR MOBILITY

We look to the mobility in an innovative way and seek a serious but entertaining way the participants commitment to inherent principles of the LLP program. During your stay, the staff will seek to integrate our participants in the Portuguese culture offering full availability in order to adjust them in the social and professional contexts. We work with groups of all ages, from both higher educational and vocational courses in a whole range of areas. We also received groups with participants with special educational needs. Our goal is to provide opportunities to participants to get in touch not only with the Portuguese working reality but also with the Portuguese culture as a way to develop themselves professionally and personally.

In our opinion, Braga is such an inner old city that we have ever seen. We are here for five months and we have had lots of excellent memories. We have met different people from different countries that came here to do an internship or to carry out a project. One day, if you have any chance to come Braga, We would like to say to you: Do not miss the opportunity! You can be sure about that you will improve your international communication and working discipline. At the same time, working with an energetic people in Braga Mobility Open, motivates you incredibly. We are very glad with working in this company.

Merve Levent, Ilkcan Göktaş, Fatma Nur Acar
SERVICES

Work placements with professional Companies in your chosen area prior to your entry to the Portugal;

City Centre Accommodation (with full-board or half board);

Airport Transfer;

Monitoring;

Orientation Meeting and tour of Braga;

Pedagogical, Cultural and Linguistic Training courses in Portuguese, English, Spanish, French;

Training Courses provided for professionals;

Organize Cultural and Social events;

Local Transport;

Organized Cultural Visits;

Final Report

Final Certification and Europass;

24 hours Emergency support.

LOCAL TRANSPORTATION/ AIRPORT TRANSFER

We organize not only sightseeing tour of Braga, with special consideration of its economical life, but also trips to the Portuguese cities like, Porto, Lisbon, Viana do Castelo, Guimarães, Valenca, Coimbra, Vigo (Spain) and La coruña (Spain) and Geres Natural Park. Braga Mobility Open organize a diverse and enjoyable programme for all people. Cultural and leisure activities are organized according to the partner’s wish by our staff. They include a number of activities that will help the student to get to know and understand everyday life in the Portuguese culture.

PEDAGOGICAL, CULTURAL AND LINGUISTIC TRAINING.

ACCOMMODATION
BRAGA - CENTER OF OUR ACTIVITIES
The Portuguese Rome.

In the heart of the green and fertile province of Minho, the district of Braga stretches from the sea inland, with a wooded scenery that undulates in gentle hills and valleys.

The city of Braga, perhaps Portugal’s main religious centre, is known for its baroque churches, splendid 18th-century houses and elaborate gardens and parks.

The old city is solemn and antique but industry and commerce have brought to it a lively style of life, with its universities, modern neighbourhoods, bars and restaurants. The University of Minho was founded in Braga in 1973 and it’s one of the best public Universities in Europe.

On a hill about 3 km south east stands the sanctuary of Bom Jesus do Monte, which is visited on Whitsunday by thousands of pilgrims and is famous for its 18th-century architectural staircase. About a mile beyond it is Mount Sameiro, a top which is situated a colossal statue of the Virgin Mary.

The whole district is famous for its popular feasts and festivals and for the local gastronomy, with many varied original recipes.

Why Portugal?
Tradition, Culture, Comunication, Language, Food, Wine, Oporto Wine, Friendship, Open People, Weather, Nature, Mountains, Ocean, Prices, Cheese, Bakery, Pastel de Nata, Ukulele, etc....

Culture
This Sanctuary is considered one of the most beautiful in all Portugal. Braga - Portuguese Rome - is one of the oldest city in Portugal and have history in each corner.

Sports...
If you are interested in sports, we can help you to find swimming pools and sports centre close to where you are staying. During the mobility we can organize informal football matches close to the accommodation.
TRAINING

IMPROVING BASIC AND ADVANCED SKILLS
A wide range of courses are offered, which meet any kind of personal need.

LANGUAGE TRAINING IN PORTUGAL
In the beautiful city of Braga, participants have the opportunity to learn the Portuguese language.
Our intensive Portuguese course offers different levels, from beginners up to professionals.
Fees depend on the number of students in a group and length of the course. Classes are held from Monday to Friday.

Other trainings concerning the needs of the participants are also done with the highly certified trainers. During our years of experience and with our partners we done trainings in Portuguese Language, Cinema, IT, Marketing, Motivation, etc...

All the training with certificates!
The Leonardo da Vinci Certificate in Mobility is a recognition of the capacity of an institution to implement a Leonardo da Vinci mobility project of excellent quality. The quality aspects cover the content of the mobility activity (policy, strategy, workprogramme) as well as the operational and financial capacity of the institution.
WICH WORK PLACEMENTS DO WE PROVIDE?

WORK PLACEMENTS

At the Braga Mobility Open, we will find the right work placement for the right person. Placements will depend completely on the trainee’s language skills and on their vocational training and experience. If necessary, Braga Mobility Open will arrange work placements to be changed in order to better suit the needs of each participant. We offer placements practically in each economical sector. Work placements are offered in private sector companies, governmental organizations, NGO’s, schools, colleges, and universities.

For the staff of Braga Mobility Open is very important to be in contact with the participants. Each participant will be allocated a tutor who will maintain contact throughout the programme.

- Architecture;
- Engineering;
- Education;
- Cooking;
- Agriculture, winemaking and viticulture;
- Accountancy;
- Special Needs;
- Adult Education;
- Arts & Crafts;
- Administration, Management and Secretary;
- Insurances;
- Electronic and electrical;
- Marketing and Advertising;
- Tourism, Agrotourism, Alternative Tourism, Hospitality and Catering;
- Childcare;
- Sports and Leisure;
- Theatre, Dance and Music;
- Horticulture & Animal;
- Telecommunications;
- Health & Social Care;
- Travel Agency, Tour Operator;
- Hairdressing & Beauty;
- Media, Communication;
- Sales (shop assistant);
- Heritage & Crafts;
- Environment (management, research);
- Commerce;
- International Trade;
- Quality control;
- Industrial and graphic design;
- Hygiene and safety at work;
- Food and Beverage industry;
- Volunteering, Social Care;
- I.T. (software and hardware), Multimedia;
FOR A FUTURE COOPERATION...

We have the best prices for groups, the best programmes and good food. We create programmes upon request so you can choose the above options and we can make a personal programme according to your necessities and budget. We adapt to his budget. If you have an approved projects and/or are looking for a partner from Portugal who is both highly successful and also competitive on prices then we look forward to hearing from you. If you are an experienced project coordinator or if this is the first time that you will take part in a European project, we would be delighted to work together.

From our experience, we know that a thoroughly prepared project has more likelihood of gaining the final approval from its relevant National Agency. For that reason, please do contact us and let us know your project idea so that we can start working together to arrange your project proposal.

We work with groups of all ages, from both higher educational and vocational courses in a whole range of areas. We also received groups with participants with special educational needs. If your project is not appropriate for our participation, we will try to get a Portuguese partner or another country to be your partner. We appreciate if you can forward this message to your teachers, students, colleagues, experts, workers, friends or network.

Don’t hesitate to contact us for any question, more details and for partnership proposals. We will be happy to help to you.

Check it!
www.bragamobilityopen.com
facebook.com/bragamobopen
http://Lnkd.in/bVhJeMP

Alameda Maria da Fonte nº32, 6º Dir Nascente, 4710–406, São Victor, Braga, Portugal
Tel: +351 253054659